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Nick Kurm BG News
UP IN SMOKE: A by-stander watches as Bowling Green Fire Department firefighters try
to put out the fire while battling dense smoke.

Fire
strikes:
nothing
spared
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Student
dies at
home
By Mary Beth Murtha
ASSISTANT EDITOR

For the second time in less
than a month, a University student has unexpectantly died in
her home.
Rhonda Lynn Maddox. known
as Lynn, died Monday off-campus. According to autopsy results
released yesterday, she died of a
blood clot in her leg which prevented blood to the heart
Maddox, 21, was a four-year
member of the Latino Student
Union, a sister in Sigma Lambda
Gamma Sorority, Inc. a Resident
Adviser and a member of the
Honors Student Association. She
was a senior Middle Childhood
Education major.
Lena Quintero, a sorority sister, said the sorority took on
responsibility with helping the
family with costs. She said the
family has planned a service in
Maddox's
hometown,
Perrysburg, at the Witzler Shank
funeral home Saturday at 1 p.m.
A University memorial service
will take place next Tuesday, Dec
19 at 7 p.m. in Prout Chapel.
Quintero said Maddox will
always remain an 'hermana por
villa,' which means a sister for
life in Spanish.

Supreme
Court
rules for
Bush
By Ron Foumier
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Nick Hum BG News
FLOODED: A Bowling Green firefighter walks away from the remnants of the fire with his equipment.

Fire consumes
Al-Mar Lanes
By Crag Gittord
CAMPUS EDITOR

As students were bowling at AlMar Colonial Lines yesterday
morning, fire was blazing in the
unused pro shop.
The entire building became
engulfed in a cloud of smoke, with
over 20 firefighters from the
Bowling Green Fire Department
on the scene to put it out.
The Bowling Green Fire
Department was called at 10:36
am and were on the scene until
4:11 pm, said Stephen Meredith,
captain of the BGFD.
Upon arrival, Meredith said the
bowling alley was already in bad
shape.
"There was heavy fire, heavy
smoke. Trying to make entry was
difficult because of all the debris
that had fallen," he said.
The entire bowling alley was
affected in some way by the fire.
"The primary area of concentration was the northwest side
where the offices and pro shop
are," Meredith said. "What was
not burned was smoke and water
damaged."
According to Bill Wammes,
I

owner of the bowling alley since
1989, the fire was first noticed
around 10:30 a.m.
"I have no idea how it started,"
he said. "Our first reaction was just
trying to put the fire out."
1 lowever. tiiis was an impossible task, said loe Blair, a regular at
Al-Mar Lines and friend of
Wammes.
"It happened so quick, there
was just a lot of black smoke," he
said. "It started in the pro shop,
and nobody was in there. The first
thing we tried to do was get to it
and put it out, but it was too dark."
There were a number of people
in the bowling alley at the time of
the fire, but they all got out safely,
Wammes said.
"It was full. There were college
phys. ed. classes and other people
in there," he said.
Charles Simpson, a physical
education professor for the
University, had a group of about
10-15 students in the alley at the
time of the fire.
Simpson said he first learned of
what was going on when one of
FIRE, PAGE 2
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Local
businesses
help out in
fire crisis
ByStefanieSaemore
MANAGING EDITOR

Food donations from local businesses made life easier yesterday for the
over 20 firefighters, city officials and
other residents who spent the morning
and most afternoon fighting a fire at AlMar Colonial Lanes on North Main
Street.
Donations from Domino's, Rally's
and Kentucky Fried Kitchen kept people on the scene fed, warm and content.
Steve Meredith, Bowling Green City
Fire Captain, said the fire department
really appreciated the donations.
"It is really nice to see local businesses helping us out," he said. "Rally's has
helped us during previous fires and
this time it was good to see other businesses join in."
Phyiis Marty, manager of the KFC,
made the decision to give the fire fighters food after seeing how bad the situ-

WASHINGTON — A U.S.
Supreme Court as divided as the
nation's voters ruled for George
W. Bush in the Florida presidential election case Tuesday night,
reversing a state court decision
that had ordered new recounts
sought by Al Gore.
In an extraordinary late-night
decision that unfolded on
national television, the justices
said the recount ordered by the
Florida Supreme Court violated
equal rights and there was not
enough time to conduct a new
effort that would meet constitutional muster.
"Because it is evident that any
recount seeking to meet the Dec
12 date will be unconstitutional
... we reverse the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Florida ordering the recount to proceed," the
court said.
The campaigns, Bush and
Gore alike, were poring over the
complex and detailed ruling,
which came five weeks to the day
after the presidential election.
Florida's 25 electoral votes would
decide the winner.
On
Monday,
Gore's
Democratic running mate,
loseph Lieberman, had said that
if the Supreme Court "basically
overrules the Florida Supreme
Court... that's probably the end
ofit."
Gore lawyer Laurence Tribe
told NBC-TV he disagreed with
the decision, but "I think the
courts' place in our lives is such
that we all should rally around
even if we disagree with the
results."
The court's unsigned opinion
said seven justices agreed that
there were constitutional problems with the recount ordered by

Michael LehmkuMtBG News
FIGHTING: A firefighter drags a hose through the back door.
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Fire erupted from
bowling pro shop
FIRE. FROM PAGE 1

his students pointed out smoke
coming from the pro shop.
"At first I didn't think a whole lot
of it. 1 thought it was just smoke
coming from the grill. But when I
got back there, I could tell it was a
lot more than that," he said.
He immediately got his class
out and then packed his bags to
leave. "By the time I got my stuff
together, 1 had to leave through
the back door. The smoke was at
waist level."
Simpson said he was grateful
that only half his class was present
at the time of the fire, otherwise he
doesn't know if the process of
evacuating would have gone as
smoothly.
"Thank goodness everybody
was able to get out quickly," he
said.
According to Chad Turner, who
was cooking food at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, at the time of the
fire, "it looked horrible."

Court rules for Bush; ends recount
COURT. FROM PAGE 1

He said around 10:45 am., he
saw a crowd of people gathered
outside KFC and could see smoke
coming out the side of the building and through the side door.
"From the look of the smoke, it
looked like a chemical fire,"
Turner said. "It was nasty."
Phylis Marty, manager of KFC,
said they were doing all they could
to help with the process of putting
out the fire, including providing
food to the firefighters.
"My first reaction was to go out
there and make sure everybody
was out and if they needed anything We still had power to call,"
she said.
Those who witnessed the fire
could not believe how quickly it
grew.
"It's unbelievable that so much
could come out of that little area,"
Simpson said. "I was surprised
how quickly dense the smoke was
and when the flames did start
shooting out, how thick they
were."

Businesses help
HELP, FROM PAGE 1
ation was.

"It was pretty hectic over there
and things were moving into
lunch time. Our power was shut
off and we had a bunch of chicken, so I decided to give it away to
the people working at the scene,"
she said. "We gave food and hot
coffee to firefighters, city officials,
and to the friends and family of
the owner of the bowling alley. We
also let people sit in our dining
area and stay warm before heading back out."
Marty said that usually all KFC
donations go through the corporate office, but in this case she
decided this was the right thing to
do.
"We normally do not just
donate food like this, but in this
situation, I saw that we could help
and we did," she said.
Domino's decided to donate
food after hearing about the fire.
"We heard about the fire and

automatically thought about
helping out," James Coffey, assistant manager of Domino's said. "I
called down to the fire department and asked what we could
do. We ended up donating 8 large
pizzas."
Glen llouck, general manager
of Rally's located on North Main
Street, said that this is not a new
things for Rally's.
"We have done this several
times before for the fire department. Today we donated 40
combo meals," he said.
Rally's works along with the fire
department to help out in any
way they can.
"When something like this happens, the fire department calls us
and we do all we can," Houck said.
The fire department appreciates it.
"1 am not surprised at all about
the donations, especially from
Rally's. They are always willing to
help us out," Meredith said.

the Florida court, but that they
disagreed on the remedy.
"It is obvious that the recount
cannot be conducted in compliance with the requirements of
equal protection and due
process without substantial
additional work." the court said.
But the majority said that
because Florida lawmakers
intended in effect to complete
the choosing of electors by Dec.
12 an order requiring a new
recount "could not be part of an
appropriate" remedy.
The court issued its ruling in
an unsigned opinion. Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist and
lustices Antonin Scalia and
Clarence Thomas went further in
a separate opinion, saying the
Florida Supreme Court also violated the Constitution and federal law in ordering the recount.
In a blistering dissent, Justice
lohn Paul Stevens called the Bush
legal appeal a "federal assault" on
the laws of the state of Florida.
"Time will one day heal the
wound to that confidence that
will be inflicted by today's decision. One thing, however, is certain. Although we may never
know with complete certainty
the identity of the winner of this
year's presidential election, the
identity of the loser is perfectly
clear. It is the nation's confidence
in the judge as an impartial

guardian of the rule of law,"
Stevens wrote in a dissent joined
by justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and Stephen Breyer. Also dissenting was Justice David Souter.
Justices Sandra Day O'Connor
and Anthony M. Kennedy did
not sign any separate opinion,
but their votes were counted in
the main unsigned opinion.
Without a recount, the certification of Bush as the winner of
Florida's 25 electoral votes—and
thus the presidency — would
stand.
In Florida, meanwhile, the
state House approved a resolution that would send the Bush
electors to the Electoral College if
he lost in the high court.
"The 2000 presidential election is spiraling out of control
and we must stop it now,"
Republican Rep. Paula Dockery
said during a heated debate in
Tallahassee over GOP plans to
select electors loyal to Bush. The
Florida House passed the resolution, 79-41, and the Senate
moved toward a possible vote on
Wednesday.
A few blocks away, Gore's
options were reduced further
when the Florida Supreme Court
refused to disqualify thousands
of absentee votes, many of them
for Bush. Democratic attorneys
had challenged the ballot applications, and Gore had expressed
sympathy with the case.
The ruling meant the U.S.

The BG News is
looking for...

Supreme Court was Gore's last
stand.
"It's down to game, set and
perhaps match," said Bush ally
Bill Owens, the Republican governor of Colorado.
About 100 demonstrators
gathered outside the nation's
high court in Washington, carrying signs and often arguing
among themselves. Even the
Man of Steel didn't think the wait
was so super Scott LoBaido of
New York, dressed as Superman,
lugged a two-sided sign proclaiming this was "The End" and
it was time to say "Good Night, Al.
The Party Is Over."
Tuesday was a deadline of
sorts for states to certify their
presidential electors, but both
sides were focused on'Dec. 18,
when the Electoral College will
cast its presidential votes, and on
an early January deadline for
Congress to count them. Florida's
25 votes would put either man
over 270, the total needed to
become America's 43rd president.
Bush was in Texas and Gore in
Washington as the justices considered the vice president's
appeal to restart the manual
recounts that had been ordered
last Friday by the Florida
Supreme Court. In a split decision, the nation's high court had
stopped the counting Saturday
pending arguments and a ruling

this week.
Both presidents-in-waiting
tinkered with contingency plans,
not knowing whether best- or
worst-case scenarios would be
needed.
Affirming the state Supreme
Court would jeopardize Bush's
razor-thin lead in Florida.
Without recounts, Gore's presidential campaign would end,
advisers said.
If Bush won in the Supreme
Court, aides said, the Texas governor would keep appointments
on a slow track, proceeding first
with a series of actions to show
the country he could heal divisions created by the marathon
election.
He would be likely to deliver a
high-minded unifying speech,
then meet with congressional
leaders, including Democrats,
and perhaps President Clinton
before making public his transition plans, advisers said.
Nerves were frayed on both
sides.
Gore's advisers heard rumors
at midmoming that a ruling was
imminent. The gossip was
reported as fact to the vice president before aides realized it was
wrong. A senior Bush adviser said
Tuesday was the longest day of
his life; it was not quite noon at
the time.
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BG
CM YQL/ SAY
Exam for the Class of 2001
(Don't worry; we won't grade it!)
How much money did BGSU receive from alumni, friends,
and corporations last year to fund scholarships and campus
activities?
A. $900,000
B. $2.6 million
C. $7.98 million
D. $5.4 million

W-E-B B-A-S-E-D
E-M-A-l-L

How many students at BGSU receive some sort of financial
aid?

A. 10%
C. 27%

B. More then 50%
D. 5%

What did past Senior Classes of BGSU leave as
their legacy?
A. The Gazebo by
B. The BGSU sign
the Rec Center
near Founders
D. All of the Above
C. Funding for the Campus
Escort Service
Give BG is your chance to leave your mark
on cam pus-personally and permanently!
Watch for details in the spring!

www.bgnews.com
rain or shine, sleet or snow
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CROSSWORD

DONT
FORGET!

Across
I
6
10
14
15

Applications for Spring

i6

Hall. We are always looking for columnists, cartoonists, editors and
enthusiastic people!
Interviews will take place
during finals week.
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your snowshoes for the answer to
26 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.
44
46
49
51
53
54
55

Rani s wrap
Starling ovor
Fisting gear
Respect
Cubcrnelor
On the apex
One of a pair

56 Word over a door
57 Houston
university
59 Vivacity
60 Sinewy
61 Lain being
64 Devour

OHIO WEATHER

KRISTALYN
SHEFVELAND

Wenesday, December 13

lita Jente

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

Typically, waking up at 5 am.
isn't an option. That's usually bed
time or maybe being half awake
to go skiing
But today. 1 get to celebrate my
Scandinavian heritage in a way
that does not involve explaining
the Vikings, Swedish liikini Irani
or talking like Fargo.
True, to be historically accurate, I'd have to make lussekaner
and glogg but I've modified the
menu just a little bit. It now
includes pancakes, home fries,
scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage
and of course lussekatter. But
thanks to the fact that I have
classes today, no glogg. Glogg, by
the way, is a cardamon, brandy
concoction that will leave one
quite toasty. Gotta love my ancestors.
So here we have it. an ode to
my favorite holiday, the beginning of the Swedish Christmas
season. Odds are, I'll be donning
braids and my family's
Norwegian sweater. The details?
breakfast made by the oldest
iiighter. Kindles, and lots of joy.
if da.

s

■

OvtrtootC
F«Haps
Ann or May
Deceive
Hebrew month

AMUSING, MAYBE: No. I will
not be parading around campus
with candles on my head. It
would be pretty funny though.
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IN THE MORN: Swedish girls will emulate St. Lucia and wake up their families with yummy food.

A Scandinavian Holiday
This Swedish festival of lights
helps to brighten up the long
winter nights in December. It celebrates the life of a real saint,
LUCta, who was known for her
kindness and love.
On Dec. 13, one of the shortest
days of winter, girls in Sweden
dress up as Santa Lucia wearing a
white dress and a crown of candles. Boys carry a candle and
wear a kind of white pajama
They wear hats that are pointy
with golden stars on them.
According to legend, 1 Jicia was
a medieval saint who carried
food and drink to hungry folk in
the province of Varmland during
a period of famine. She was seen

across lake Vanem with her
white gown and crown of lights.
Today's costume has the same
gown and crown.
The 1-ucia legend is said to
have originate in Syracuse on the
island of Sicily. A young girl,
about to be a bride, gave her
entire dowry to the poor of her
village and admitted that she had
become a Christian. She was
accused of witchcraft and burned
at the stake on Dec. 13,304 A.D.
Much later in history, the early
Church made a saint out of her—
Santa (Saintl Lucia. Italian artists
sometimes picture her as a blind
girl holding a lamp. She is a
patron saint for Italian fishermen

and she is said to help guide
them home through the rough
seas during a storm.
There are many legends about
her and in each one Lucia stands
as a symbol of light and hope to
all mankind. Santa Lucia's coming begins the feasting merriment, singing and the spirit of
friendliness and goodwill that
lasts all through the holidays.
In Sweden, the Lucia Day is
celebrated all over the country in
every home, school and workplace on the morning of the 13th.
All of the other Scandinavian
countries celebrate Lucia as well.

WORD OF THE DAY

SONG FOR ST. LUCIA

LUTEFISK

The night goes with weighty step
round yard and round earth. The
sun's departure leaves the woods
brooding. There, in our dark house,
appears with lighted candles Saint
Lucia, Saint Lucia.The night goes
great and mute. Now one hears its
wings in every silent room murmuring as if from wings. Look at
our threshold. There she stands
white-clad with lights in her hair,
Saint Lucia, Saint Lucia The darkness shall soon depart from the
earth's valleys thus she speaks a
wonderful word to us. The day
shall rise anew from the rosy sky.
Saint Lucia, Saint Lucia.

Pronounciation: Tut-"fisk
Function: noun
Etymology: Norwegian, from
lute to wash in lye solution +
fisk, fish
Date: 1924
1: dried codfish that has been
soaked in water and lye solution for two weeks betore cooking;
2: Yes, my family does eat
this... eww....
3: No, this has nothing to do
with today, it's just gross.

THAT WOULD ...Be very
painful. Lucky for the modern Lucia, electric rather
than actual flames are on
their heads.

C 2000 AccuWeather, Inc
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You've all been good boys and
girls, have a crossword answer.
No, we're not trying to steal
Santa Claus' thunder.
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Happy Holidays 8c Ig^Jy
Season's Greetings! T- A
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Finals are here BffiK
and

Fall Semester Break Closinq Hours

You need a bw&t

Pining Centers
Commonr Dining Center

Closes 7 pm, Thurs. Dec.21

Founders Keepers Food Court

Closes 7 pm. Fri. Dec. 22

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Closes 2 pm, Fri. Dec. 22

McDonald Dining Center

Closes 2 pm, Fri. Dec. 22

Join McDonald Dining Center

lampions

\\ OMCGA

Snack Bars. Convenience Stores, and Restaurants

trinity Champion

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closes 1 pm. Sat. Dec. 23

flaUeu

Closes 2 pm. Wed. Dec.20

ST Deli

Closes U pm Moti, Dec. 1£

Mh VPSilOtv

Kreischer Shadows
Snack Bar/Pi»»a Shop

Closes 1 am Thurs. Dec. 21

Spirit Awards

Chily's Express

Closes S pm, Fri. Dec. 22

ST Express

Closes S pm Fri. Dee. 22

Silver River Cafe

Closes S:30 pm, Fri. Dec. IS

Towers West Restaurant

Closes 7 pm Fri. Dec. IS; Lunches
will continue until Dec. 21

4^NS

pi mt\ m

for a Midnight Breakfast Masquerade
December 17, 2000 ^O
11:00pm till 1:00am ^
Everyone receives a

50% discount off all items
The menu includes a variety of
eye opening breakfast foods, lunch and dinner items.
"Mocklails" will also be available for your dining experience

Community Service Award

imwnfi

Last Daij to Change Meal Plan for Spring Semester - Jan. 14. 2001

Bess

MNM

l ate qQursuiau
suidu hrqak
tami wicb
vnw us
Tate
ac zfot Midragltt Masquerade
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MCVEIGH WANTS EXECUTION DATE SET
DENVER (AP) — Timothy McVeigh asked a federal
judge to stop all appeals of his conviction in the
Oklahoma City bombing and to set a date for liis execution. In a federal court filing made public Tuesday,
McVeigh said he wanted to waive further review of his
case by the courts. However, he reserved the right to
seek executive clemency, his lawyer said.

OPMION

KDITOR.LU

Finals is the best time to relax
RELAX. Let us say it again.

RELAX.
We are getting stressed out,
and everyone else seems to be in
the same boat.
Think you won't get that paper
done or mat you don't have
enough time to study for the two
comprehensive exams that you
have on Monday?
We all feel this way. We all feel
like we have too much to do and
not enough time to do it.
RELAX. Clear your mind of all
your worries. Now take a really
deep breath and let it out Do this

ten times.
You are not the only one.
Remember that there are thousands of other students going
through exactly what you are and
we will all make it to next Friday
and then have a chuckle about
how we stressed so much.
It is only college. It is only the
plank we walk to our life of social
freedom. Grades don't really matter in the end. (We all tell ourselves that at some point.)
College is a big deal, but not
worth some stress students put
themselves through.

YOU DECIDE
Are you stressed out? If you
aren't loo busy, let us know
at bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

While you all are stressing out,
think about other people,
because someone is always in
worse shape than you.
For those of you who are virgins to college final exams, do
not worry. If you had exams in

UTTERS TO THE EDITOR
Declining quality of Page 3
appalls reader
Since I became acquainted
with The BG News, it has always
been a pleasure to read Page 3,
until Kristalyn Shefveland and
her seemingly harmless obsession with bad fashion look over. I
grudgingly continued to be a
faithful reader, skimming over
the "blonde bimbo-esque" quality of the main articles to locate a
shred of humor left behind from
the leadership of). Michael
BestuL it is evident that the writers under Shefveland try to maintain the little pride they have left
and uphold the jocular morals of
what was Page 3 and I applaud

them for their efforts.
The more eminent problem 1
wish to address today is my
shock and disgust with the article
"Free Style-Shoe Obsession" from
the Dec. 12 edition of The BG
News. A few questions to ponder:
What was guest columnist
Hanna Legg thinking when she
WTOte this article? Isn't the correct shoe term spelled "highheeled," not "high-healed?"
Does Page 3 know how to revise
and use spell-check? What does
this article accomplish? I can
answer the last question myself.
Not much!
Discussing a personal shoe
fetish cannot be enthralling to
the majority of students at
Bowling Green. The article is
not humorous. Legg's article
(and many others before it) is a

point-slope equation illustrating
the rapid decline of the quality of
Page 3.
RachaelRusch
mschr@bgnet.bgsu.edu

The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length
and clarity. Personal attacks and
anonymous submissions will not
be printed. Send submissions to
210 West Hall or arnettf3bgnet.bgsu.edu with subject line
"letter to the editor" or "guest column.''
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high school, they are most likely
exactly like those.
And if they are not comprehensive, they are probably like
every other test you have taken
in that class this semester.
If they are comprehensive,
break the studying down into
smaller, simpler tasks. Again, do
not worry because upperclassmen will tell you that comprehensive exams are not the majority.
For those seniors who are taking their last exams, good luck
and you should also not be wor-

ON THE STREET

What would you do if
you saw afire in a
class or a public
building?

KRYSTINA BAKER
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"Run for my life."

ERYN CARRANZA
SENIOR
MUSIC EDUCATION
"Try to put it out and
get out"

picture
available

210 West Hall
Bowling Green Slate University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419)372-6966
. E-mail:
bgnevvs@lisiproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

There are also a select number
of people who choose not to take
finals because hope has already
been lost.
Then think about the people
who do not even get the opportunity to go to college and the
people who never graduated
from high school
Exams seem a lot less important in the scheme of things.
So when you are freaking out
sometime over the next two
weeks, relax, and think about
people who have i( worse... there
is always someone.

PEOPLE Who can judge?

MARISSA RUBIN
SOPHOMORE
BROADCAST JOURNALISM
"Cover my face and
run because of the
smoke."

The BG News is now hiring for EVERYTHING,
including copy edter, er, cpy edito, urn, capo,copy
eft aw, darait. Apply, please.

rying. Instead of worrying about
exams, you are probably stressing out about bigger issues like
work and Gnances.
Do not worry, you are ahead of
most. After you fill in that last
bubble test next week and walk
across that stage next weekend,
you are a college graduate.
Think about the student who
must get an A on an exam to pass
a class and graduate or the student who has to keep a 3.0 grade
point average to keep a scholarship which enables them to
attend college.

AUTUMN D0BIES
SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS/PRE-MED
"I would run as fast
as I could."

AT ISSUE Experiences can provide a unique view of
issues like abortion.
College is a time when one
rethinks everything free of the
restraints of family and tradition.
At least one can rethink everything. If one can't, one can
rethink many important things,
like God and abortion.
I. for one, recendy rethought
my position on abortion. I come
from an ultraconservative family;
my mother condemned birth
control pills because they could
work as abortaficienls. As a result,
I've inherited the anti-abortionwith-exception-only-for-thedeath-of-mother view.
I've relaxed that position, however. As I told the guy in the room
across the hall, it was the only
reasonable thing to do.
"I can understand the opposition to partial-birth abortions
and all," 1 said, "but what about
the hard cases, like rape, incest
and the health of the mother?
Why should we force those
women to bear unnecessary
pain?
"I don't know," replied the guy.
"Plus, there are a lot of kids
who would have pretty bleak
lives anyway. How can we put
ourselves in their place? What
right to we have to say, 'You must
have that baby.' or 'You must
live'?"
"Good point," the guy said. "In
fact, some people would say that
we have no right to an opinion
about abortion, because males
can never understand what a
woman goes through in pregnancy."
"That's a load off."
"Yes, but I disagree," he continued. "I think men can understand, at least where (he hard
cases for abortion apply."
"Why do you say that?"
"I had an experience that, I
think, allows me to understand
why women in rape or incest
cases shouldn't be forced to bear
a resultant child. It must be torture for them, a daily reminder of
their horrible experience. And
then, if they had the baby and
had to take care of it — oh, that
would be horrible!"
Needless to say, I was astounded that myfriend would claim to
have had a comparable experience.
"What happened to you?" I
asked.
He paused and drew several
deep breaths before responding
"My mother was raped," he
said.
"That's horrible. And she got
pregnant?"
"No, killed."
"Then what's the parallel?"
"Here's the story. It was the
summer after I graduated from

JEFF
ARNETT
Opinion Editor
high school. I had a good job
with a construction company,
but I still lived at home. Anyway,
two men broke into our house
one night. One of them pointed a
gun at us while the other dragged
us all to the same bedroom and
tied us up, me, my mother, and
my little brother. They threw
Mom on the bed, put me on the
Door facing away from her, and
sat my little brother facing me. I
couldn't directly see anything,
bin the he faced it"
"Oh, the poor kid," I mumbled.
"No kidding. The weird thing
is, he never looked away. He just
stared at Mom the whole time.
"He and I survived the night, at
least. Unfortunately, I was 18 and
had a great job, so the social services people told me and my sister — she had been out of the
house that night — to lake care of
him for the rest of the summer.
And let me tell you, that summer
was hell for me.
"Every time I had to feed the
kid, wash the kid, watch the kid.
tuck him in. everything I relived
that night. It was as if his face had
recorded it and was always on
playback. I got stressed, I became
irritable, my stools became irregular, my friends started avoiding
me...."
"What did you do?" I asked.
"I did the only thing I could. I
killed him. Then my troubles
ended."
I was shocked.
"How could you do such a
thing?" I cried. "I understand
your distress, but that's just
wrong!"
"Oh, don'l worry," he replied.
"I'll never get caught. Everyone
involved is perfectly safe. And I
needed to be rid of him. Really,
he needed to be rid of himself.
You gotta admit, his life would
have been horrible, and that's not
even counting the psychiatric
bills."
"But you can't just do that!" I
protested. "However bad you feel,
it's not right to end an innocent
human life because of your discomfort!"
"Oh, you bleeding heart," the
guy said with a sly smile.
"Innocent freaking human life. I
suppose you still think that's
what's important."
jeffAmett can be reached at
ametQ@ibgneLbg5u.edu. The guy
in tlie room across the hall cannot
be reached. Anywhere.
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Beecham terminates clinical drug trials
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — SmithKline Beecham terminated clinical trials into an experimental drug to fight

NATION

strokes and heart attacks after concerns were raised
about its safety, the pharmaceutical giant said Tuesday.
An independent data and safety monitoring board
raised concerns about the drug Lotrafiban.

Winter storm surprises Midwest
By Roger Petterson
•SSOCIAIED PRESS WRITER

Wind gusting as high as 80 mph
grounded airline flights Tuesday
and knocked down power lines
from Ohio lo Massachusetts,
adding to the misery wreaked by
the same storm that brought
heavy snow to the Midwest
t A tree fell on a house and killed
a woman in her sleep at Westport,
Pa. And in New York City, a construction sign fell on a school bus,
blowing out one of the vehicle's
tires. Fifteen children were taken
to a hospital, but no one was seriously hurt.
More than 160 flights in and out
of La Guardia Airport were canceled because of wind whipping
through the New York City area
Flights were also delayed at airports in Boston and Newark. N.I.
"Hey, what are you going to do
about it?" said Ed Lynch, whose
flight to La Guardia never left
Washington. "I'll tell you one
thing: I'd rather be sitting here
than flipped over at La Guardia."
In the Midwest, it could be
today before Chicago's O'Hare
and Midway airports are back to
full operation because of drifting
snow and because Monday's
hundreds of flight cancellations
left planes out of position.
Northwest Airlines canceled 125
flights Tuesday at the Detroit airport.
"I could've walked there by
now," said ludy Grantz, stuck at
Detroit's airport after flying from
Norfolk, Va., on her way to
Lansing, Mich. She had been

booked on four flights Mondayall canceled.
The storm buried the Midwest
on Monday with 16.1 inches of
snow in east-central Michigan
and a December one-day record
of 13.5 inches at Milwaukee.
"1 like snow and white
Christmases, but I wish this
would just go away," said Randy
McMillian of Bristol, Wis
lohn Beznik, a doorman at a
Chicago condominium, said: "I
wish I were thousands of miles
away somewhere where it's warm
and sunny instead of shoveling
snow."
The wind knocked out power to
more than 300,000 homes and
businesses in Ohio, which had
gusts up to 80 mph. More than
250,000 customers lost electricity
in Pennsylvania and thousands
more had no power in New Jersey,
New York, Massachusetts and
Connecticut.
Fallen power Lines and trees in
New lersey delayed commuter
and Amtrak trains, and buses had
to be detourcd in lersey City
because of construction debris
blowing off buildings. In
Massachusetts, ferry service was
halted between Hyannis, on Cape
Cod, and the island of Nantucket.
Anything loose was blown
away.
"I came out to help my neighbor look for his trash can, but we
couldn't find where it went," said
Drew White of Syracuse, N.Y.
Wind-driven snow caused
whiteout conditions on highways
in western New York state, and

Associated Press Photo

WINTER STORM: Steam rises from a snow-melting machine at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport as workers try to get rid of mountains
of snow from an intense winter storm Monday.
homes near the Lake Erie shore in Indiana National Guardsmen was able to reach work and there work any easier than they can. We
Hamburg, NY., were evacuated were sent out in Humvees to res- was no way to deliver the paper to feel awful about it."
Outside Flint, 23-month-old
cue motorists in Elkhart County readers anyway. Up to 12 inches
because of pounding waves.
Rebecca Wilson wanted to go out
of snow fell outside the city.
Some Michigan counties and South Bend.
"1 guess I'm hoping that our and play in the snow. "There's no
The Flint Journal in Michigan
declared states of emergency
Tuesday, closing roads so plows could not publish Tuesday readers will understand." editor way. It's up to her waist," said her
could clear away the snow. because only one press operator Paul Keep said. "We can't get to mother. Rebecca.

Official Exam Week Coundown:

IT'S WEOKESPAV...HAPPY HUMP DAY

Looking for the perfect
holiday gift?
Playstation 2? - forget it!!
2001 Key Yearbook - Definitely

Attention: FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS
THE 2001-2002 FAFSA's and
SCHOLARSHIP GUIDES are
NOW AVAILABLE!!
Visit the Student Financial Aid Office. 231 Administration Bldg. today to pickup your copy of the 2001-2002 Scholarship Guide and Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) lor next summer, fall and spring semesters.
If you are a continuing student, the 2001-2002 Renewal Free Application For
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and Personal Identification Numbers (PIN's) used
for electronic filing will be mailed between 11/22700 - 12/31/00 by the federal •
processor to continuing students who filed a 2000-2001 FAFSA. If you do nol
receive a Renewal FAFSA. we invite you to pick up an original FAFSA at our
office or take advantage of filing electronically by selecting one of the electronic
options described below. We recommend that you complete the FAFSA application process by the end of February, 2001.

2 days of classes (eft

10 Years from now, your playstation
is a 50 cent buy at a garage sale.
The Key is the gift that
keeps on giving. Capture
your college days forever
with this year's yearbook!
Capture the yearbook at it's
early order discount price
before January 1, 2001.

2001-2002 Free Application for Federal'Student Aid (FAFSA) filing options
include:
• File a 2001-2002 paper FAFSA or Renewal FAFSA after January 1. 2001;
• File your FAFSA on the web as early as January 2, 2001 at http://www.ed.gov.
You need a PIN to use this option, request one now at http://www.pin.ed.gov
Don't wait to file! SFA awards financial aid on a first applied-first awarded
basis. Delays in receiving your application and requested documentation will
cause delays in disbursing your financial aid. Fall 2001 bills will be due on July
30, 2001 and spring 2002 bills will be due on December 1, 2001. To insure that
your aid is finalized by these dales. SFA must have a complete FAFSA and all
requested documents at least four weeks prior to the date bills are due. So,
please plan ahead!
2001 SUMMER SESSIONS: Students interested in financial aid for the 2001
summer sessions must complete a Summer Application in addition to the 20012002 FAFSA. Summer Applications will be available from SFA after April 1.
2001.
We invite you to contact SFA for additional information at:
Student Financial Aid
231 Administration Building
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I I will take a yearbook for $32.95.
I will pick up the book next fall at BGSU.

□

I will take a yearbook, but I will not be in BG fall of 2001
when the yearbook comes out.
I prefer to pay $32.95 plus $4.75 for postage
and send the year book to :
.
. „.
-.
'
1 Please Charge my
J Bursar Account

Name:.
Address:

□ Check enclosed
(make payable to
The Key)

Phone: (419)372-2651
FAX: (419)372-0404
Email: sfa@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Web: http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sfa/
Office Hours: Monday through Friday. 8 am to 5 pm

Student PIN or SS#:

r
jj-v-'jaai
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Mississippi to
vote on new flag
By Gins Holland
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

JACKSON, Miss. — A state
commission Tuesday recommended that Mississippi hold an
election next year and vote to get
rid of the Confederate symbol in
the state's flag.
The commission, appointed
by Democratic Gov. Ronnie
Musgrove, said the state could
heal old wounds by eliminating
an emblem many blacks feel is
synonymous with segregation.
The recommendation will be
forwarded to the Legislature,
where members are not anxious
to deal with the subject that
brought chaos to South Carolina.
The Legislature meets on Jan. 2.
The commission, which held a
series of meetings marked by bitter disputes between black and
white participants and death
threats against several members,
called for a statewide election

Associated Press Photo

TRAIN SHOOTING: Police officials confer Tuesday at the scene of a shooting at Chicago's Union Station. Police said one person was killed
and two people, including a police officer, were wounded in the drug-related incident.

next year to allow voters to
choose between the 106-yearold flag and a new desiga
Tm elated this day has finally
arrived. We don't need to draw
lines and be polarized over an
emblem," said state Sen. David
Jordan, a civil rights leader. He
said that to many blacks, any
design without the Confederate
symbol would be beautiful.
The Legislature approved the
flag used now in 1894. It has the
Confederate battle symbol in the
top left corner.
In the proposed new design,
the Confederate symbol would
be replaced with a red box containing 20 stars, representing, in
part, Mississippi's admission to
the Union as the 20th state.
"This flag is doomed," predicted Greg Stewart, a lawyer who
sued the commission for holding
closed meetings.

Amtrak shootout erupts
By Dave Carpenter
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CHICAGO — A shootout
erupted inside Union Station
Tuesday when a police drug unit
tried to stop two men, leaving
one suspect dead, a policewoman and the other suspect
wounded and sending train passengersdivingfor cover as bullets
shattered windows in a waiting
room.
Spokesman Pat Camden said
the officers had tried to stop the
two men to interview them, but
one of the suspects grabbed the
female officer and there was an

exchange of gunfire.
The shooting took place in the
Amtrak concourse of the sprawling station next to train platforms, police said. They wouldn't
say if the suspects were passengers, but a witness said the two
men had just stepped off a train.
"When they got off the train,
they apprehended them right in
front of where the lounge was for
Amtrak. They tried to grab the
bags and take the bags away from
them. There was a struggle, and
during the struggle, they pulled
guns," said Inez Hart, a traveler
from Africa who had been in the

waiting room.
"The bullets came flying right
through the window where we
were, and glass shattered everywhere. Everybody had to drop to
the ground, the whole waiting
area, and we crawled like we were
in a movie, an action movie," she
said.
Camden said the police unit
included an agent for the Drug
Enforcement Administration, a
Amtrak police officer and the
wounded city policewoman.
It wasn't immediately clear
who shot whom, police said.

The wounded officer was in
good condition at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital, Camden
said. The condition of the second
suspect, who was taken to another hospital, wasn't immediately
known.
An Amtrak worker said he was
headed to lunch when the shootings happened.
"All of a sudden about 25 men
were running and screaming
They're shooting.' They knocked
me down," said Peter Noto, a passenger service agent. "I heard
gunshots all over the place."

Associated Press Photo

NEW FLAG: State Flag Commission chairman William Winter
holds a rendering of a new state flag suggested by a subcommit-

SIGNING LEASES NOW!

NEWI9VE
Rentals

Stop by our office for a full list of available
houses & apartments

Want Mojaj To So AM?

I

352-5620
332 S« IVIiiiii (our only office)

The Student Health Service
Holiday Break Hours
Wednesday, December 27
10:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.
Thursday, January 4 ^^m^^^
10:00 a.m. - -1:00p.m.
Thursday January 11
10:00 a.m. - 4:00p.m.
Open for complete services Including patient care, lab, pharmacy, & x-ray
Administration office will be open December 27 - January 21
8:00 a.m. ■• 5:00p.m. (372-2277)
(excluding University Holidays)

BffilT mCATIOK ABEOAD P^OfiWHS

. Normal Operating Hours will resume Tuesday, January 16, 2001

Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad
The Education Abroad Office of BGSU invites study abroad proposals from
undergraduate students who wish to go abroad during summer 2001, and/or
Spring 2002. Funding is available for students participating in programs at least
three weeks in length.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for International Programs (1106
Offenhauer West) starting December 1. 2000. For more information, call 3720479.
Deadline: January 31, 2001

\
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I SlwUnl Hcxtn SBMnl
IhMiion of Stsdnl A/ton
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Service!
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FALL 2001 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?

• 2 and 3 Bedrooms
• All have A/C

Take a look in our direction ...
We've got a great apartment for you!

• 1"2 baths

• Full basements

Columbia Court Apartments
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

/-*%}

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
Units #48-72 with A/C and fireplace

Ashdon Apartments
850 Scott Hamilton

< CS^I^SHouses for Rent:
ZfMim&
702 E. Wooster
Charlestown Apts.
j ^jn£g^L
620 Third St.
l22FrazeeAve.
710 Scott Hamilton /j L^Jtaj
HLVV
836 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton VU
f^S
m~'
702 Sixth St.
>
704
Sixth St.
Indian Rivers
'~k
702 Fourth St.
-SMP ■
1
-s^s

o
o
O

T(kyiirA1

J.T J.'Vf*K'mc,lt

Call or stop by our office today!
1
Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380
1

—

Hours:
Mon-fti (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)

Heinz Apartments
808, 818 N Enterprise, 424,451 Frazee
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, Fireplaces, and Microwaves

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
K

GMINMIAI, INC.
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Clinton travels to Ireland to urge peace
DUNDALK, Ireland (AP) — Seeking to hold together
Northern Ireland's uneasy truce, President Clinton
acknowledged Tuesday that there are "still a few hills to
climb," and urged residents not to turn their backs on
peace. "You cannot win by making your neighbor
lose," he said.

WORLD

War veterans defy warnings and set sail
By Oavkl Oliva
ASSOCIATED P»ESS WHITE*

GIBRALTAR — All fueled up
and bound for Alabama, 29
American war veterans — average age 72 — defied warnings and
set off Tuesday to cross the
Allan lie in an aging tank transport
vessel with-shaky steering and no
safety equipment
"Everything's good. We're all
looking forward to the trip," ship
Capt Bob Jomlin said by phone
shortly before the 58-year-old
ship, known as the LST-325,
departed from this British colony
at Spain's southern tip.
Asked about his comrades, who
hail from IB states, lomlin, of
Eartville, 111., said: "They're fine. A
few of them have slight colds but
nothing serious."
Despite Coast Guard warnings
that the monthlong voyage is too
dangerous, the veterans are hoping to fulfill a dream of steering
the hulking ship across the
Atlantic and set up a floating
museum once they reach Mobile,
Ala., some 4,350 miles away on
the Gulf of Mexico.
In a comradely gesture, sailors
from the USS Arlcigh Burke, a
destroyer that docked Monday in
Gibraltar, stood on deck and
whistled farewell as the 328-foot
long, 50-foot LST-325 was tugged
awav from this promonlorv port
at the western entrance to the
Mediterranean Sea at 1800
Greenwich Mean Time.
From dockside, Gibraltarbased U.S. Liaison officer Cotnm.
Chris Melhuish addressed the
veterans, calling them "an inspiration to all. You bring out the traditional values of the U.S. Navy."
A Gibraltar Roman Catholic

priest, Father Charles Bruzon,
blessed the vessel and a dozen
dockworkers who helped with
repairs waved as the ship set sail.
The vessel, an LST or landing
ship tank, was designed to land
troops, tanks and other equipment directly onto a beach. It participated in the invasions of Sicily
and Salerno and reached
Normandy six days after D-Day in
lune 1944. It was decommissioned in 1946, put back into service in the Arctic in the 1950s,
then lent to Greece in the 1960s.
The
United
Stales
LST
Association has fought since the
1980s to repatriate it
So far, the crew — made up of
veterans from World War II and
the Korean and Vietnam wars —
has sailed for 13 days from Greece
to Gibraltar, where they arrived
Nov. 30.
Bui the U.S. Coast Guard has
urged them not to go any further.
The ship lacks adequate lifesaving equipment, its steering is
questionable and the Atlantic is
cold and stormy in December,
Vice Adm. John E. Shkor. commander of the Coast Guard's
Atlantic Area Command, warned
the crew in a letter recently. He
said the ship should be towed or
the trip postponed until its equipment problems and other matters
are resolved.
Another cause for concern is
the health of crew. One shipmate,
identified in the ship's Web site log
as Bill Hart, became seriously ill
while sailing from Greece and
died after reluming to the United
States.
But the crew is determined and
maintain that they and the LST
are strong enough. Mike Gunjak.

Associated Press Photo

WARSHIP ENGINE:Lauren Whiting, 76, from Barker, N.Y., uses a flashlight Monday to look into the main engine of the American tank landing ship LST-325 which is currently moored in Gibraltar.
who represents the group and is
president of the 9,000-strong LST
Association, said the estimated
$600,000 it would cost to tow the
vessel was too much.
Each veteran contributed
$2000 to cover meals and expens-

es, while British Petroleum Co.
donated more than 50,000 gallons
of fuel. The ship had originally
planned to leave Gibraltar on
Saturday but mechanical and
fueling problems caused delays.
This trip is long over due," said

72-year-old
Texan
lames
Edwards, the ship engineer officer. "It's a tribute to the (war) survivors, the ship and the people
who made the ship."
In its good days, the LST-325
would have had a crew of 85 but

lomlin is not overly worried.
"They aren't plenty but they are
enough to get there," he said.
The veterans also won't be all
alone on the sea "We'll be monitoring them," the liaison officer.

9. Someone that you don't know even exists, loves you.
10.When you make the biggest mistake ever, something good comes
from it.
I .At least 5 people in this world, love you so much they would die 11 .When you think the world has turned it's back on you, take a look,
for you.
you most likely turned your back on the world.
2.At least 15 people in this world love you, in some way.
12. When you think you have no chance at getting what you want, you
3.The only reason anyone would ever hate you, is because they
probably won't get it, but if you believe in yourself, you probably sooner
want to be just like you.
or later will get it.
4.A smile from you, can bring happiness to anyone, even if they
13 .Always remember compliments you received, forget about the rude
don't like you.
remarks.
5.Every night, SOMEONE thinks about you before they go to sleep. 14. Always tell someone how you feel about them, you will feel much
6. You mean the world to someone.
better when they know.
7 Without you, someone may not be living.
15.If you have a great friend, take the time to let them know that their
8. You are special and unique, in your own way.
great.
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For Rising Seniors with Interest in Public Affairs

The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Programs was established in
1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Two SSOOO Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who will be enrolled
at BGSU for two semesters of their senior year. Applicants must intend to pursue careers
in public affairs(speech communication, education, broadcasting, journalism, political or
governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs
field) and have a minimum accumulative GPA of 3.2.

CARiSR SeRVtCiS. hSPM
TOOAY. CALL

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS

372-9294 TO

Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center or by calling the Office of
University Advancement - 372-2708
___^

ti/remew OR STOP

DEADLINE: February 16, 2001

BY 300 SADDUMtRe
Applications available for the

ItVORRffD ABOUT PAYMG
YOUR BtLLS?
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fWO OUT HOW yOU CAA/ fARA/
A GRfAT RATC & GfT FREE

TU/TfOA/ ASS/STAA/Cf/
£APA/ & LfAPA/ WfTH UPS

• '8.S0 - '9.50/HOUR
CALL TOOAY/

• WeeKia/os £ HOUDAYS Off

f-4t9-89h6820
OR Vtsrr;

• 3-1/2 70 S HOUR SutfTS

WMY.UPSJOBS.COM

• fR££ BMfffTS
• UPSPROMOTfS fROM WtTHM

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta
from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for
30 years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.
A total of eight $1,000 scholarships will be awarded to incoming freshman and continuing students (who have a minimum of two semesters of study to complete before graduation). Recipients must be law abiding students who possess a minimum accumulative
GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement in campus and/or community organizations.
Students with any major are eligible.
Applicants must reside in the following geographic areas:
• Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca,
Van Wert, Williams, and Wood;
•Huron County: Lyme, Norwich, Richmond, Sherman townships, the city of Bellevue
•Lucus County: Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield, and
Swanton townships
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center or by calling the Office of
University Advancement - 372-2708. In addition to completing the application form,
applicants must submit an essay and two letter* of recommendation.

DEADLINE: February 16, 2001

■
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SPORTS
BRIEFING
Gymnastics scrimmage
The Bowling Green Slate
University women's gymnastics
team will have its annual intersquad scrimmage this Saturday.
Dec. 16. at the Eppler Complex
Center Gymnasium.
The Brown - Orange scrimmage will begin at 2 p.m.

CCHA
teams rank
near top of
polls
By Dorothy Wrona
SIAfF WRItER

Heading into the final week of
college hockey action before
Christmas, five CCHA teams are
ranked in the USCHO.com poll
this week.
Michigan State remains No. 1
in the country after a 4-1 win and
a scoreless tie against Ferris State
this past weekend. The Spartans
extended their unbeaten streak
to 14 (11-0-3) games. Their last
loss was a 2-1 setback against
Nebraska-Omaha at East Lansing
on Oct. 20.
The scoreless tie was the fourth
in the 30 year history of the
CCHA. The last one was on Feb. 7.
1998. when Chad Alban of MSU
and Trevor Prior of Miami shut
out their competition.
Michigan (13-3-3) stayed at
number four after non-conference wins over St. Lawrence of
the
East
Coast
Athletic
Conference.
Western Michigan (11 -2-2) was
idle this past weekend but maintained their number six ranking.
This weekend they will host Ohio
State (9-4-1) for two games. The
Buckeyes moved up to number
12 in the poll after breaking in at
number 15 last week.
OSU was also idle this past
weekend but takes a four-game
unbeaten streak (3-0-1) to
Kalamazoo on Friday.
Northern Michigan (9-5-5)
dropped out of the poll last week,
but relumed to number 15 this
week after two wins over WCHA
rival Michigan Tech.
League Standings
MSU (9-1-3 in league play) still
has the league's top ranking.
Michigan (7-3-1) remains close
behind, tied with Miami (7-4-1)
for second place. The RedHawks.
who were picked to finish sixth in
the preseason coaches' poll,
moved up from sixth place after
two weekend wins at Notre
Dame.
Western Michigan (6-1-2) and
Northern Michigan (5-5-4) are
tied for fourth. In the coaches'
poll. NMU was chosen to finish
eighth and WMU was expected to
finish eleventh.
Ohio State (6-3-1). who was
chosen to finish tenth in the
coaches' poll, stands at sixth.
Lake Superior (6-9-0) and AlaskaFairbanks (4-6-4) are tied for seventh.
UNO (5-6-1) was ranked third
in the coaches' poll but now
stands at number nine. Bowling
Green (3-7-4). FSU (1-8-3) and
Notre Dame (1-7-2) round out
league standings.
Championship to remain at
Joe Louis Arena
Last Thursday the CCHA
announced that league championships would remain at
Detroit's Joe Louis Arena through
2005. The five-year deal is part of
an agreement with Olympia
Entertainment, which runs the
arena.
Other parts of the agreement
includes "Inside the CCHA." a
weekly half-hour radio show
which airs Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m.
on WXYT-AM 1270 in Detroit,
coverage of the conference's regular season and playoff games on
Fox Sports Net. arid the annual
CCHA Awards Banquet, which
will be held at the Fox Theater in
Detroit.
Players of the Week
Two Miami RedHawks earned
Player of the Week honors in the
team's sweep of Notre Dame this
past weekend. Forward Jason
Deskins netted three goals and
assisted on three others to earn
the Offensive POW award.
Teammate David Burleigh made
a weekend total of 52 saves on 55
shots on his way to the Defensive
POW award.
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Armed for Ann Arbor
Falcons hope to pull off a big victory against Michigan
By Pete Stella
SP0RIS E01 TOR

On Sept. 2. the Bowling Green
football team traveled to Ann
Arbor. Mich.
They were met by a strong
Michigan squad and were handed a hearty 42-7 loss to open their
2-9 overall season.
Today, the BG men's basketball
team heads to Wolverine country
again in an attempt to regain
Brown and Orange pride and to
battle with the Maize and Blue.
"Michigan looks really big.
really athletic.'' BG coach Dan
Dakich said. "This year or next
year, they are going to be very

Dr

,„ »»-...

BG vs. Michigan
RADIO: 88 "I WBGU with
Matt Bryan and Scott Ward.
PREGAMt Ziggy Zoombas
Pregame at 6:30.

ALL-TIME SERIES: Michigan
leads series record 5-2.
good."

The Wolverines, who are 2-5
overall, have had their share of
speed bumps already in the
2000-2001 season. They recently
ended a four game road stretch
that saw them face all Top 25

John,
teams in Duke, St. John.
Maryland and Wake Forest
Michigan lost all four matchups, including a 104-61 stomping by the Blue Devils last
Saturday, where Duke led 34-2 at
one point.
According to Dakich. scheduling has been the major problem
for the Wolverines.
"They have had a bit of a tough
stretch.they probably could
have won two of the four but not
Duke." he said. "I don't remember a stretch like that ever, even
at the time I was at Indiana, or
anywhere else. That's a hell of a
stretch.

be. one of th
the
"This is going to be...one
better teams in the country, there
is no doubt in my opinion."
The Maize and Blue are led by
freshman forward Bernard
Robinson Jr. and sophomore forward LaVell Blanchard. Both
have compiled a 17 3 points per
game average on the year and
Blanchard's 9.1 rebounds per
game average also leads the
Wolverines.
Junior center Chris Young is
third on the team with 10.4 ppg
and freshman point guard Avery
Queen has netted 28 assists and
MEN, PAGE 9

Michael lehmkiiite B(, Nnv,
BP EXPRESS: BG guard
Brandon Pardon goes for two of
his team-leading 24 points in a
win against Utbana.

Ohio State too much for BG
ByEnkCassano
SUIT * R I • F B

Hktael Wimkirte BG Nrws

I THINK I CAN: BG guard Kim Griech attempts a shot on a much
taller Ohio State defender.

Bucks get their
money's worth
RYAN FOWLER

OSU shot 52 percent (32-for61) from the floor and a near
Many fans might not have perfect 91 percent (21-for-23)
caught the heat wave that came from the free throw line. They
through Bowling Green last weren't afraid to hoist the threenight, but then again none of pointer either and did it with
them were Ohio State in sharp shooter accuracy. The
Anderson Arena.
Bucks shot 52 percent (10-forThe Bowling Green women's 19) from behind the arc. They
basketball team lost to one of were led by Lauren Shenk who
the best shooting teams they hit four of 10 three-pointers.
will face this year. Ohio State, OSU converted and ended up
now 7-0, caught fire en route to with a game-high 20 points in
their 95-49 blow out win against only 16 minutes of action.
the Falcons Tuesday night.
What was a 2-2 tie had turned
Through six games the Bucks into a 31 -10 lead after OSU went
shot 50 percent from the field. on a 29-8 mn to break the game
Last night the Falcons experi- wide open only 12 minutes in.
enced that and then some.
BUCKED, PAGE 2
StAII WRITES

Michael IctirtuMe BG Nw,

THAT'S GOTTA HURT: BG guard Lindsay Austin gets a face full
of Ohio State defense in the Falcon's 95-49 loss to the Buckeyes
Tuesday night at Anderson Arena.

In the end. the result could be
expo ted The BG women's basketball team was 1-12 all-time
against Ohio State coming into
last nighlsg.imr..indOSU was6
0 on the season. So, when the
But keyes waltzed off the floor to
the tune of a 95-49 win. nobody
could claim to be shocked. The
Falcons, minus injured starters
Fran Miller, Jackie Adlington. and
Angie Fanner, acted as such, and
took the game in stride.
If we had had Frannie and
Angie and Jackie. I think I would
have been looking forward to this
game, jusi to kind of see like a
measuring slick, to see where we
are." BG coach Dee Knoblauch
said
The Falcons that did dfetS
played a good game, but were
simply overmatched by a bigger,
quicker and overall better
Buckeye squad OSU's 6-foot-4
c enter 1-aToya Turner and 6 foot2 forward Courtney Coleman
caused persistent match-up
problems for BGs Irontcourt.
Turner and Coleman combined
for eight rebounds and 30 points,
but turner's six blocked shots
were the statistic of the game.
Even when the I'.ilcons could get
the ball into the paint, a king arm
was usually waiting to try and
swat it into the barkcourt. The
OSU pressure was constant
throughout the game, a fact that
Buckeye coach Both Burns prides
her team on.
"When the last five minutes are
as good as the first five minutes in
terms of focus ^nd execution,
you've had a great night, and I '
think that everybody tliat got the
opportunity played real well,"
Bums said.
WOMEN, PAGE 9

Meyer hires four new assistant coaches
The BG News

Newly announced Bowling
Green football coach Urban
Meyer has half of his staff
selected to coach the Falcons.
Staying from the Gary
Blackney regime are defensive
lines coach Mike Ward, defensive back coach Tim Banks
and Meyer's longtime friend,
defensive and recruidng coordinator Tim Beckman. The
rest are gone.
Meyer has added four new
names to the list. Dan Mullen,
Greg Studrawa. John Bowers
and John Hevesy will all take
over as coaclies effective now.
Specific assignments have
not yet been assigned.
"I think we are assembling a
group of outstanding men
who have the welfare of the
student-athlete at the forefront of everything they do,"
Meyer said.

ft k
JOHN
BOWERS

JOHN
HEVESY

DAN
MULLEN

GREG
STUDRAWA

Has coached for
20 years. Bowers
coached three seasons for Eastern
Michigan and one
season with Kent as
adef.coonknator.
Bowers
also
coached E. Illinois
and helped and
Austin Peay.

Has spent the last
four years as an 0.
line coach at Brown
While there the
Brown line helped
set a total of 13
passing records.
Also coached one
year as an assistant
for
Big
East's
Syracuse.

Spent the last two
seasons with Notre
Dame as a graduate
assistant coach with
the Irish
A former wide
receivers coach at
both Columbia and
Waqner. He is a
(Of Ursinus

Is a former left
tackle for BG where
he started two seasons.
Studrawa spent
three seasons as
offensive kne coach
at Arkansas State.
He was also line
coach at Cincinnati
for two years.
I

!>
T
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BGhasto
play well to
win game

New coaches named in MAC
ing up just 11 points per game.

SJohnSeewer
SOCIAIED PRESS WRIIE R

TOLEDO — Tom Amslulz
apparently never wanted to leave
Toledo.
Amstutz. a former offensive
guard at Toledo who spent 21 sea sons as an assistant coach at the
Mid-American
Conference
school, was hired Tuesday to
replace coach Gary Pinkel.
Amstutz. 45, followed Pinkel to
Missouri and was preparing to be
his defensive coordinator while
also interviewing for the Toledo
job.
"Missouri is the second-best
place I've ever been. You know
what's first,"
Amstutz said
Tuesday. "I was working hard for
them, but my heart was still in
Toledo, and I'm just happy to
come back."
'I've prepared 21 years for this,
and I'm ready. There's no doubt
about it. Our preparation is going
to be like never before. We have
high standards, and we're expecting to win." Amstutz said.
He was the Rockets' assistant
head coach the past two seasons
and defensive coordinator since
1995.
Toledo's defense this season
ranked third in the nation in total
defense and scoring defense, giv-

Toledo athletic director Pete
Liske called Amstutz the best fit
for the job.
Tom has been a big part of the
success of our program for rhany
years," Liske said. "His appointment keeps the continuity and
momentum of the program going
strong."
Toledo finished this season
with a 10-1 record, but was shut
out of a bowl game because the
Rockets didn't win the MAC
championship.
Amstutz has worked for four
different coaches with the
Rockets and has been an assistant
coach for 24 years overall.

BUCKED, PAGE 2

AMSTUTZ: Former
assistant Tom Amstutz
is Toledo's new leader.

' When you stay and work hard,
good things happen," Amstutz
said. "That's a good lesson for the
players to look at. I started at
Toledo by bringing in the coffee
and rolling up the mats. I was a
position coach, then a coordinator, assistant head coach. It's just
hard work and believing in the
program. That's why I'm here."
Amstutz does not have head
coaching experience, but he's a
top recruiter, helping bring in
more than 20 all-conference players includingToledo's top tailback
Chester Taylor.

"We fought well.
BG then tried to answer the call
withamini-ninoflheirown. The
Falcons went on a 13-7 run to
close the gap to 15 points with
2:29 to play in the half. However.
LaToya Turner's accuracy from in
the post and at the line held the
Falcons in check for most of the
first half In the first half Turner
shot 3-6 from the floor and 5-5
from the line to lead all scorers.
The second half started like the
first half epded. with a run. OSU
came out with just as much
intensity as they did when the
game began. It showed in their

Associated Press Photo

Associated Press Photo

KNORR: Brian Knorr
takes over the helm at
Ohio.

rr

offensive shooting. The Buckeyes
kept up the onslaught by going on
a 23-6 in the first seven minutes
capped off by a three-pointer
from Jamie Lewis.
The Falcons found themselves
down 47 points, their largest
deficit, after the Buckeyes finished a 24-13 run with 2:44
remaining in the contest.
"I thought we fought well today
and I thought we played pretty
well", said Coach Knoblauch. "We
were just obviously a little overmatched talent-wise, and experience- wise and size-wise. But I
thought we fought well, this is
making us better."

The BG News
sports staff
is looking for
copy editors
for next
semester.
Stop into 210
West Hall if
interested

ATHENS. Ohio (AP) - Ohio
promoted defensive coordinator
Brian Knorr on Tuesday to head
coach of the Bobcat football
team.
Knorr replaces Jim Grobe, who
was hired as head coach at Wake
Forest on Monday.
Knorr. 36. has been defensive
coordinator for the past two seasons and has been an assistant
coach at Ohio since 1995. He is
credited with the resurgence of
the Bobcats' defense over the past
two years. The team ranked third
in the Mid-American Conference
in scoring, rushing and total
defense this season.
"There's no better situation
than we're in right now with the
returning people we have coming
back and the character of the kids
we have coming back," Knorr
said.
The 2000 Bobcats were one of
five teams in the country to hold
opponents to less than 30 points
in every game.
"Over the past six years Brian
clearly displayed the quality of
character, passion for the game
and exceptional coaching expertise that equips him to lead the
Ohio Bobcat football program to
the Mid-American Conference
Championship," said Thomas

Boeh, Ohio's director of athletics.
Knorr previously was an assistant coach at Air Force, his alma
mater. As a player, Knorr quarterbacked the Falcons to three bowl
appearances. He returned as a
coach after five years as an Air
Force captain stationed at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton.
At Wake Forest, Grobe replaces
Jim Caldwell. who was fired on
Nov. 26 after one winning season
in eight years.
Grobe was 33-33-1 in six years
at Ohio and led tlie Bobcats to a
winning record in the MidAmerican Conference the last five
seasons. Ohio was 0-11 the year
before- Grobe took over in 1995.
The Bobcats were 7-4 this season,
including
wins
over
Minnesota and Marshall, but it
was their first winning season
overall since 1997. Ohio is a member
of
the
Mid-American
Conference.
Grobe will try to become the
first Wake Forest coach with a
winning record since Peahead
Walker in 1950.
Wake Forest went to the Jeep
Aloha Bowl last year, but opened
this season 0-7 — including a season-opening loss to Division I-AA
Appalachian State.

Campus Events
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WOMEN, FROM PAGE 8
However, neither Turner nor
Coleman led the Buckeyes in
rebounds or points. Freshman
Caity Matter, who came to town
complete with her own cheering
section from Bluffton, led the
game with eight rebounds, and
junior Lauren Shenk had 20
I«ilrits in just 16 minutes, in large
part because of 4-for-6 shooting
from beyond the three-point arc.
The Falcons' brightest spot was
senior Afra Smith, who finished
with 12 points and got a blocked

Travel

Personals

Wanted

• 111 Eaity Specials' Spring Break
Bahamas Parly Cruise! 5 Days
S279! Includes Meals. Parlies! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS
NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER.
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE MUST COMPLETE TAKEHOME RULES TEST AND ATTEND
MANDATORY CLINICS. CLINICS
WILL BE HELD JAN 23 AND 24.

1 graduation ticket needed. Will pay.
Call Hailey ® 354-6772
Graduation Tickets needed Will
pay Call Heather 9 354-7391.

Classified Deadline
1 day prior to publication
by 2pm.
$1 per line.
$.75 extra lor bold.
Place your ad @
204 West Hall
"APICS/NAPM"
ELECTIONS
Dec. 14 S 7:30 in BA 1011
Soil-Nominations are encouraged
Free pizza, holiday cookies, and pop
'Dance Marathon 2001"
Overall Meeting
Tonight at 9 15
101 Olscamp
Get involved in DM 2001!
REJOICE!
The LORD is in our MIDST'
ADVENT BALLROOM MASS
Sunday December 17. 2000
8:00pm Anderson Arena

THE LORD IS HERE BECAUSE
YOU ARE HERE!

Travel
• 111 Spring Break Specials' Cancun S Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel.
Free Meals. Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktiavel.com
1-800-678-6386

GO DIRECT! Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spnng
Break packages! Call 1 -800-3671252 or www spnngbreakdirect.com.

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
Wanna have a party nobody will forget? Throw an adult toy party at
your home. Female, male, coed, w/
keg party! Free gifts & prizes!' Call
local rep 270-0810.

Personals
Wanted
Dance Marathon-Pisanelkj's Pizza
Thurs. 4pm-midnight
10% lor the kids
KA Congratulations KA
The sisters of Kappa Delia would
like to congratulate Melinda Nenning
on her acceptance on lo the
Model UN. team.
KA Engagement! KA
Congratulations to sister
Amber Elwell on her engagement lo
Adam Jenks. We're so happy for
you and wish you the best of luck.
Spkeup
ijour Personal Hd
with a
Display Personal!!
rMd a photo or
special artwork
(eras lew as
SIS tr $21111
D*adlliw--2o>rs prior
bg 4:00pm.
Slop In @ 204 UJnt Hall.

1 or 2 female subleasers for spring
2001. For more info. Korrine at 734847-5848.
1 subleaser needed for spring
semester $200/mo. Call Carrie 3545294.
2 subleasers needed for fall/spring
2001-2002 Own bedroom, block
from campus, house Please call
3520667
2-3 Subleasers Needed
2 bedroom Apt. $490-$540/month
Spring sem turn, or untum.
Call Brian 8 353-4357.
6 commencement tickets needed,
$5-10each Call 873-1126.
Female subleasers needed for summer ot 2001. New house on Third
SI Call 372-4924.
Female sublsr. needed. Own room
Move in now, rent starts Jan.1. $218
* utilities Call Amanda at 354-8271.
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■a

17 turnovers in seven games.
"Blanchard and Robinson
are as big and as athletic wings
as we will see," Dakich said.
"We'll have to play really well
to compete in the game. This
kid Robinson, if you were
going to draw a basketball
player, draw him up. Queen's
got a million moves and if your
not disciplined to stay down,
he'll make you look ridiculous."
For the Falcons, junior
guard Keith McLeod and
junior forward Brent Klassen
arc both expected to return to
their starting roles tonight in
Crisler
Arena.
McLeod
sprained his ankle against
Duquesne Dec. 2 and Klassen
hurt his ankle against Illinois
State.
The Brown and Orange will
still try and get the ball inside,
according to Dakich, despite
the presence of freshman center Josh Moore, who stands at
7-foot-2-inches, 315 pounds.
After the trip to Ann Arbor,
the Falcons face Marist Dec. 16
with game time set at 7:30 p.m.

Falcons lose without trio

Wanted

Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay!
Please call Jon at 352-3883.
Graduation Tickets Warned

.

Subleaser needed ASAP. $225
util & gas. 354-1671.

H

Help Wanted

2 daycare centers, 1 school-age
center. 1 infant through preschool
center are looking for take charge,
responsible & caring individuals.
Call Andy at 353-2482
Part-time hours avail, with more
M or F subleaser wanted. Own room
hours available during holidays &
in house, closo to campus.
school cancellation days at the
$190/mo Call Tony at 354-7604
school-age center. Will work directly
Need 1 December gradualion ticket.
with children & interface with paWill pay Call 1 -800-536-0552 pin
rents Must be at least 18 yrs old t.
18802.
have a high school diploma. Call
878-4190
for the infant-cenler & ask
Need 1 lemale roommate ASAP.
for Jodi or call 878-0911 for the
Call 354-6713.
school-age center & ask for Amy
Need graduation tickets.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Will pay
MOLTEN CORP.
352-3476.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Need Ihree graduation tickets
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Will pay.
Part Time
353-2517.
Less than one block from Campus
Sblsr. needed ASAP. M or F to live
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
with M S F. House close to campus.
3 shifts available:
Own rm & bath. $185 mo. ♦ util.
A Shift 7:00am - 10:00am
352-7305
B Shift: 10:15am - 1 15pm
Subleaser needed spring semesler.
C Shift: 1 30pm -4:30pm
Columbia Courts 1. Call 352-0002
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and ask for Ryan.
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
Two December graduation tickets
354-8703
needed. Will pay Call Man al 41°
389-4591.
»f—•■•■■■•■•■•■■■<
Very nice 1 bdrm. apt. with dishwasher, AC, avail. Jan. 1st to sublease through Aug. Call 352-4799
Wanted: 1 or 2 lemale subleasers
for spring semester. Close to campus $145/month ♦ utilities 3531758

$$$

relentless
Buckeye
defense,
including junior Dana Western,
who scored just four points after
averaging 14.7 point per game for
the previous week, and redshirt
freshman Pam Brown, who was
limited to six points after playing
her way into the starting lineup
following the trio of injuries.
"I keep telling the kids that we
are getting tested, we are getting
challenged, and I will always
schedule a tough non-conference
schedule because it just makes
you better," Knoblauch said.

shot of her own. Ten of Smith's
points came in the first half, as she
proved to be adept at creating her
own
scoring
opportunities
despite the height mismatches.
Off the bench, freshman Kelly
Kapferer had eight points and a
steal in 12 minutes.
"Since our offense was out of
whack. I just tried to create |shots|
on my own and do my own thing,
just try to get some points on the
board." Smith said.
Several Falcons on hot streaks
had their heels cooled by the

Classified Ads
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Help Wanted

_

EARN SS NOW AND WORK IN
CANCUN SUMMER 200111 Student
Express, Inc. is now hiring students
interested in earning SS working
from home now and in Cancun summer 2001 by promoting the BEST
Spring & Summer student travel
packages to your alma mater or
your area schools For $$ and a
working experience you will never
forget in Cancun this summer, contact Dean Longway at 1-800-2589191 ext. 105ordtongway@studentexpress.com.
JOB POSTING
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Y.V.P. Program Asst. 4S Coordinator's Position. Part-time: 20-25 hrs/wk @ $78 50 permr. Eligible for wage increase after six months employment. HS diploma and own transportation a must. Background in education and teaching helpful but not
a must. Applicants must give one
year commitment. Deadline
12/19/00 Application (419) 3549250.

HArxY WpON[sc]ciy...H3Pr.
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Call 372-6977 lor more Information.

FREE T-SHIRT W/ PAID ADMISSION 8-10PM

ll'SBURSBRflDlfH

SAT- D€C. 16 & 23
SANTA AND HIS KINKY LITTLE HELPERS

SUNDRY
COLLEGE ID NIGHT 8 BODY PAINTING

Chi-Zcl Theatre

MONDAY

Downtown B.G * 353-1361
:eateastern hoilywocd com

$10 DANCES ALL DAYS ALL NIGHT

TUCSDOV
WHIP CREAM 8 CHERRY SHOWS

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news

source

—r

FR€€
COV€R
WITH THIS COUPON EXP. 12/31/00 BG

Christmas Ew: Ctostd • Christmas: Op*>n 7pm • Htw Vtar's E»t * Psy R+giftf HOOT

SaL February 10, 2001
1200-500 PM.
Perry Field House
, $40.00 Per Team
Sponsored by the
Sports Management Alliance

instmmmmmmt
*•• All proceeds benefit Dance Marathon **•
Registration froms available at all Dormitory
Font desks and Eppler 237 Center
Sign Up Today!!
Questions? Contact Sarah ft guru—xenoan
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work pan-lime, lull-time, even put in
over-lime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5 55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.. 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Are you connected?
Internet users wanted,
S350 SBOO'week
www.this-is-real com

Babysit professor's preschoolers
and do light housekeeping in our
Perrysburg home. 11 -3 MWF, or 3-7
MW, or TR afternoons. 372-8111.

1996 Oldsmobile Achieva SC
2 door, automatic, A/C, cruise,
cassette. 108,000 miles
$5,000 obo. 373-6039 alter 6:30pm.

2 bdrm. apt. w/deck for sublease. 2
blocks from campus on Scott Hamilton. Rent negotiable. Spring semester until May 10. 352-7151.

Female roommate needed ASAP

LEARN TO FLY
in sunny Daytona Beach, Fl
Winter weather is coming soon.
Will you be flying?
Time is valuable.
Consider spending one
semester flight training in Florida.
Waste no time.
Train with PhilAir Flight Center-FAA
141 Approved Pvt. thru
CPU-Accelerated courses.
800-99-PILOT,
www.phiiair.com
Call today.

Office cleaning, evenings over
Chnstmas break 10-12 hrs/week.
own trans, required. Call 352-5822 .

1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement ring » band. Call 3546713.

Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640

BGSU Mom & Dad Sweatshirts,
Tee-shirts, Hats. Also, Grandma,
Grandpa. Sister, Brother,
Aunt, Uncle
Collegiate Connection
405 Thurstin

352-B333

For Sale
$25 obo for single bed w/mattress &
boxspring Call 873-1126.

Drafting Table for Sale
4'x5' Drafting Table, must sell ASAP
$60 obo, please contact
Caron @ 352-9881.
Holiday gift ideas, The PeJ Place.
Pets & Supplies, 106 E. Napoleon.

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Aptt.

353-7715

354-1605
Ask tor Haley
House for rent May 2001-May 2002
236 Troup St. $1000 per mo plus
util 352-6847.
HOT TUB w/separate studio apt.
avail. Jan. 5. 353-2301.
House for rent, 3 bdrm , 1 full bath,
washer/dryer, stove, refrigerator.
Avail. Jan 1st, $870/mo No pets!
Util. not incl Call 373-0146 or 494-

5785.

"Starting end of Dec 2000"
Apts. efficiency or rooms avail.
Good rates avail 353-0325

House for rent, May 2001-May
2002 220 Troup St. $1000 per mo.
plus util. 352-6847.

2 bdrm. fum. apt.

Houses lor rent
Short term lease
Near campus house
Avail Jan 1st-May 10th

Free gas, water, sewer & HBO.
Starting Jan. 1st.

352-2282.

[www.bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
lnttamur.il Basketball Officials
and Scorekeepers needed Spring
Semester. Apply in 130 Perry
Field House. Applicants must
complete a take-home rules test
and attend mandatory clinics
Clinics on Jan. 23 and 24

FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS
Behavior Modification
WedntHUyi from Jan. 24- Feb. 14
Noon 1 00pm; S:30pm-6:3Opm
Oft' $10 (mtffibtn); $20 (non-member i)
Strength Training
Wednesday* from Feb. 21-April 4
Noon-1:00pm; 5:30pm-6: JOpm
Cost:$15(membtn);$30(non-mtmb*rs)
Pilates Class
Wednesdays from April 11 -May 2
Noon-1:00pm; 5:30pm-6:30pm
Cost: $10 (members); $20 (non-members)

FACILITY HOURS
Student Recreation Center
Dec. 16: 9:00am-ll:00pm
Dec. 17: Noon-11:00pm
Dec. 18-Dec. 21: ll:00am-ll:00pm
Dec. 22: ll:00am-8:00pm
Dec. 23-Dec. 26: CLOSED
Dec. 27-Dec. 29: ll:00am-8:00pm
Dec. 30-Jan. 1, 2001: CLOSED
Jan. 2-Jan. 5: ll:00atn-8:00pm
Jan. 6-Jan. 7: CLOSED
Jan. 8-Jan. 12: ll:00atn-8:00pm
Jan. 13: CLOSED
Jan. 14-Jan. 15: Noon-ll:00pm
Perry Field House
Dec. 18-Dec. 21: 9:00am-6:00pm
Dec. 22: 9:00am-5:00pm
Dec. 23-Jan. 15: CLOSED

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Rec Sports will be accepting applications
for the 2001-2002 school year on
January 29 and 30. 2001.
Information Sessions
January 2*9";
Noon-l:00pm; S:00pm-6:00pm
Student fee Center
January 30
Noon-l:00pm; 9:lSpm-10:lSpm
Perry Field House Meeting Room
You must attend one of the information
sessions in order to apply. Applications
will be given out at the information

Call 353-3855.

HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ext4S58.
Technics receiver & 5 disc CD player. 2 klh 15" speakers. $450. 2600827.

For Rent
"Houses S Apts for Rent"
Filling fast, school yr. 2001 -2002
Office, 316 E Merry S3
Listings avail. 24 hrs. or will mail.

Call 353-0325, 9-9.
1 roommate needed tor spring
semester. $300/mo. NO utilities to
be paid! Own room and full use of
house Including laundry1 Call Adam

8 352-5580.
1 subleaser needed. 2nd Street Studio. Call Ryan at 352-2312

■•■•■•■•■■■•■«■•—m

sessions.

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Spring 2001 Outdoor Trips
February 3:
Mad River Mountain Skiing

354-0914.
Apts lor 2001 -2002 school year
1 to 3 person-12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
No calls after 8pm
Available Aug 15 2001 11 1/2 mo
lease required, close to university:
3 bdrm. house, $650 » util
3 bdrm. apt $550 ♦ util.
1 bdrm. apt. $300 • util.
Call 686-4651.
BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3,200 sq. rt-1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rl. 75 $8.65/sq.
ft.-+ cam/nnn
-2,200 sq. ft -1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75.
$8.65/sq.ft.- + cam/nnn
-1,200 sq. (1 -Professional Office
Space. Convenient Location with
parking.
-Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30,000 sq ft Woodbndge II at Rt
75.
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800
Channg Cross Apartmenls has short
term leases. Call about our winter
time special. 352-0590.

Houses for Rent: All 12 month
leases, tenants pay utilities, security
deposit & parental guarantees.
734 Elm -Lg
3 BR, 2 bath,
$800/mo available August 18, 2001,
352-1662.
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $650 available May 23, 2001
316 Ridge(Rear)-1 BR, $350 available May 15, 2001, 353-1277.
217 S Collego-3 BR, $650 available May 21, 2001.
201 Georgia -2 BR. $575 available
January 15. 2001
128 Manville-4 BR. 2 Bath $975
available August 20, 2001, 3523492.
Phone 354-2854
Houses. 1. 2. 4 3 bdrm. apts beginning May '01. 9 & 12 mo. leases
352-7454
Now signing leases for summer or
fall 2 bdrm. turn. 704 5th St. 3523445
ROOMMATE WANTED
Large, 2 bdrm. apt., own bdrm.,S275
all util. ind. Call 353-8702.
Subleaser needed, spacious efficiency, nght across Irom campus.
Call 352-7208
Subleasers needed for two bedroom
apt. between campus and bars. Call
352-9560.

February 10-11:
Snowshoelng in Michigan
February 17-18:
Peek 'n Peak (Mai Skiing
February 24:
Skiing at Alpine Valley (Ml)
March 9-17:
Spring Break Hiking/Camping Trip

March 31:
Planet Rock Climbing
April 14:
Vertical Reality Rappelllng
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Another year
and we're 0/ad

April 28-29:
Whitewater Ratting In WV

you're still here/

WEGOT

From all the clowns
at Student Publications

Help

Make Jhe BQ

[And you will too,
with NTN tatorocfive Sports
t Trivia Gomes.]
Now Playing
at

your

News

anif^'MIU*
Same great />lat e.

newspaper
share your insight, creativity,
ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW
Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.

w
1P-13-00

this Wednesday
low;ire's (_Jllk I
10pm
I

I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

The BG News is now accepting
applications for:
staff editors,
copy editors,
reporters and
graphic designers

Management Inc.

I III I SI)A I.I TOWNHOUSE
3 Bdrm/Full Basements
Air Condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal/2 Baths
washer/dryer hook up
Starts at $975 - Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Studios and Large 1 Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

ejCfggCA
Management Inc.

Applications are.available in 210 or
204 West Hall
Applications due Friday, Dec. 15
Interviews will be held during Finals
Week
Contact: Amy Jo Brown
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu
♦*

1

Ladies get in <l-<R£<L.l

Helnzsite Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal

2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in them]
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St

ACCOUNTANT
We are seeking an exceptional individual to join
our close-knit team of professionals who enjoy
both a challenge and an occasional laugh. This
analytical and independent thinker must
possess.
• A Bachelor's degree
• Accoiunting experience preferred
• Excellent communication skills
• Spreadsheet and accounting software experience
Excellent benefits including 401 (k) plan and paid
downtown parking await the self-starter who
enjoys working in a fast-paced office. Salary
commensurate with experience. For
consideration, please send your resume with
salary requirements:

I/bdrm. Air Condition

KINGSTON

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at 1845 N.
MainSl for complete listing or

Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-niecca

Kingston HealthCare Company
One SeaGate
P.O. Box 2165
Toledo. Ohio 43603-2165
larry@kingstonhealthcare.com
Attention: Larry Nirschl

f

